

ADVANCED
FIREWALL
SOLUTIONS
Enterprise-level firewall maintenance.
A fraction of the cost.
We are a team of certified and
experienced network security
engineers.
With no lengthy contracts and monthly fees, we
give you the highest cost-effectiveness on any
firewall-related project.
We don’t offer 24-hour support and monitoring.
Instead, we focus on flexibility. You get the
services you need, when you need them.

What problem do we solve?
Advanced work on your security systems
requires highly skilled and paid professionals.
Firewalls and IPS/IDS need proper deployment,
fine-tuning, maintenance, updates, and
customization, but retaining in-house network
engineers is expensive.

What is our solution?
We provide access to vendor-certified network
security engineers in a flexible and timely
manner, giving you enterprise-level firewall
maintenance at a fraction of the cost.
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Save time, free up resources, and minimize costs
by using our experienced engineers who will get
the job done in a minimal amount of time in the
most professional way.

Why us?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Free up time for your busy IT department
Outsourcing advantage
Cost-efficiency
No subscription or monthly fees
Tailored solutions
Uninterrupted operation
Scalability on demand
Changes made around your working hours
From one-day tasks to large-scale firewall
deployments
10. Get the most out of your investment
11. Get the latest upgrades and vulnerability
patches on time

Meet the Team!
Top level Network Security Engineers with wide
range of expertise and tons of experience plus
the eagerness to close projects.
We are certified on all major vendors security
systems: Cisco ASA / Firepower, Palo Alto,
Fortinet and CheckPoint.
Our certificates are Cisco CCIE Security, Cisco
CCNP Security, Certified Firepower Specialist,
Cisco Firewall Expert, Palo Alto PCNSE, Check
Point CCSE
IT Security vendor independent certificates:
CPTS - Certified Penetration Testing Specialist
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THE SERVICES YOU NEED
Our bespoke services are designed to provide the
reliability and support you need at all stages of your
firewall equipment lifecycle:

Firewall Scoping and
High-Level / LowLevel Design

Firewall
Migration

Firewall
Upgrade

Firewall Implementation/
Deployment

Initial setup and tuning
of IPS/ IDS Services

Consultancy and
Assessment

Training and onsite support

Help with your audit or
compliance checks

We provide outsourced, co-managed, and white label services

Any business with
a network that uses
firewalls can benefit
from our services.

MSSPs and MSPs
hire us to maintain
their customers’
firewalls.
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Technical recruitment
agencies choose us to
deliver skilled remote
workforce for their
customers.
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YOUR NEW PARTNER
We focus on bespoke firewall-related services instead of
offering an all-in-one security solution.
For you it means:
Complete scalability
Whether you have 1 or 101 firewalls, our network engineers are here to help.
Regular update notifications
Get notified when your hardware needs a security patch or software upgrade.
Then book your firewall maintenance in just a few clicks.
Fast response
Have a highly experienced certified network engineer working on your firewall in a
matter of hours.
Maximized Return Of Investment
Automate and finetune your firewall to work with IPS/IDS and maximize the
protection you get from your investment.
No contracts or obligatory monthly payments
We are not in the business of tying down our customers via mandatory lengthy
contracts or monthly payment plans.
Simply pay for what you need, when you need it.
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WHAT ARE WE
GOOD AT?
We come in useful with any firewall
related project.
Developing the strategy for
your cybersecurity defence
We are a team of experienced security architects
and engineers, who can build your cyber security
architecture and design, and tailor it to your
company needs.

Multivendor large project
implementation
Our engineers deliver complex high-end multivendors network security solutions. We like a
challenge and our customers like the outcome.

Firewall Deployment
No matter whether you deploy a standalone, high
availability, or a cluster of firewalls, we will set
up the right devices in full accordance with your
network architecture requirements.
Count on us to make sure your firewalls are
properly configured. We provide detailed
documentation and do knowledge transfers to
your team for continuity purposes.

Firewall Migration
Move to a next-gen firewall without any hassle.
Our vendor-certified engineers have hundreds
of successful firewall changes and will assist you
with all kinds of firewall migrations, including:
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Any firewall to Firepower
Any firewall to Palo Alto
Non-NGFW to NGFW
Same-vendor - end-of-support or end-of-life
upgrades / replacements
Multiple vendors to one vendor
Migrations to/from Cisco, Palo Alto, Check
Point, Fortigate, and more

VPN Implementation and
debug
We implement and debug large scale VPN
configurations on any major vendor that you
might have: B2B or Remote access VPNs, IPSec
IKEv2/SSL, Meshed VPN topologies etc.

Software updates and upgrades
Our certified network engineers have hundreds
of successful firewall upgrades behind them they will minimize any downtime and make the
changes out of your working hours.
Updates - when a major exploit is published,
it’s crucial that you update your devices as
soon as possible.
Upgrades - is it time for a major firewall
software upgrade? Let us plan and complete
your improvements for you.
We keep track of your software version and
monitor your vendor’s release notes. With us,
you will be notified whenever a crucial update is
available.
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Troubleshooting and TAC case
support
Some problems cannot be solved by any means
of debug or troubleshooting from the client or 3rd
party.
A TAC Case with the vendors has to be opened,
however the more accurate the debug and
the description of the case is, the faster TAC
manages to fix it.
By trusting us to debug your issue and in case
TAC needs involvement, we can build the case
structure properly and assist you with the tough
correspondence with the vendor support.

NextGen IPS/ IDS Services
Your Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) is not
a plug and play device. To deliver the best
performance, it needs an expert to set up:
CPU optimization
Ruleset optimization
False-positive reduction
Zone-based segregation

Access controls on the network
We have experience with Access Control / NAC
/ Dot1x solutions. Have done multiple large scale
projects with Cisco ISE as the main tool for both
wired and wireless deployments. We can help
you design and implement such solutions with
security and scalability in mind.

Consultancy, Audit or
Assessment
No matter if you’re planning to buy, already own,
or thinking to migrate your firewalls, make use of
our extensive knowledge and experience for:
Pre-purchase consulting - Make sure you
don’t waste money on oversized hardware.
Audit - we will make it clear what you
have and how it runs. With graphics and
documentation as necessary.
Assessment - determine the actions
necessary to be compliant, achieve your
goals, or meet requirements.

Our network engineer will position and
implement your IPS/ IDS in your network and
configure it so that it’s the ideal match for your
environment.

Supporting services for your business
Tailored Reporting for maximum visibility
Remote and onsite support anywhere in the world
Training for SOC, NOC, and architecture
Troubleshooting and TAC case support

AdvancedFirewallSolutions.com
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WHAT YOU GET
There’s more than one reason our clients choose us
instead of the competition.
Outsourcing advantage
Free up time for your busy IT department.

Cost-efficiency
Pay no monthly fees, lower your operational expenses. Still, get access to certified engineers.

Tailored solutions
Get the most from your firewall by adjusting it to your needs.

Uninterrupted operation
We make firewall maintenance happen around your working hours.

Scalability on demand
From one-day tasks to large-scale firewall deployments.

Top-notch technology
Get the latest upgrades and vulnerability patches on time.

AdvancedFirewallSolutions.com
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Reach out
Schedule a call or send us your
requirements via email.

START YOUR PROJECT
WITH US

Talk with a manager
Let us know about your infrastructure, your tasks, requirements,
and scope of work.
Assessment
Our vendor-certified engineers will inspect your setup, suggest
recommended actions and provide a rough price estimation.
Quote and planning
After you approve the price estimate, sign the contract and choose
the best working window.
Showtime
Our engineering team will perform the required actions outside
your working hours.
Completion
We will check, document and report all the actions we took.

GET YOUR FIREWALL SORTED TODAY
Upgrade. Patch. Manage.
Maintain the security of your network.
Schedule a call or send us your requirements
quickly and easily online.

+359876133132
sales@advancedfirewallsolutions.com

ADVANCED
FIREWALL
SOLUTIONS

